
Chapter 4 

Cases 

  

Theme-based learning, topic-based learning or integrated learning was so highly 

adored in the Grade 1-9 Curriculum reform as slogans, but PBL with its features 

similar to the Curriculum slogans has not been discussed as much in the basic 

education system. Moreover, “Alternative Learning Periods” was first set out in the 

Grade 1-9 Curriculum reform. They, one to three periods in a week, allowed the 

school to arrange extracurricular activities if needed, but, in fact, how teachers made 

use of the periods to develop specific learning was still not clear. The participant 

teachers conducted the projects during the “Alternative Learning Periods.” The 

process and features of the projects they underwent were introduced in the previous 

chapter, Chapter 3 Methodology. Here, in Chapter 4 Cases, is going to specifically 

describe the challenges and implements of them with a focus on PBL for EFL 

instruction  

This chapter is divided into two parts. Part A shows the core work of the 

participant teachers. Then, in Part B, individual work or expanding activities of each 

case are described separately. The goal is to show the challenges in conducting PBL 

and how teachers and students collaboratively implemented PBL through 

telecommunication activities. Before the description, the researcher outlined a 

comparison of the similarities and differences between the cases in Table 4.1 to make 

it clear because of the diversity in the classroom.  
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Table 4.1  

The Comparison Between the Cases 

Comparison Caron’s Case Nancy’s Case 

Belief toward 
English Learning 

 practical 
 apply to life 

 fun and interesting 
 apply to life 

 the Teddy Bear project 
 the Computer Chronicles project 

Projects 
 Individual Projects 
-- the I Think project 
-- NDYS2006 

none 

 Cross-cultural understanding 
 Language use 

Project 
Objectives  Specific objective 

-- Develop higher writing 
  skills 

none 

 Topic writing 
 Inquiry activities Instructional 

Design 
 Expanding Activities  Group oral presentation 

Grouping  Grouping students with mixed levels, 6-10 students as a group

 Group topic writing 

Assignment  Individual paragraph writing  Optional individual work  
-- short passage writing 
-- information collection 
-- vocabulary presentation 

Assisted Online 
Appliance 

 Email account 
 Webpage 
 Online photo album 
 Online forum 
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Part A: Core Work of the Cases 

 

The participant teachers of this study, Caron and Nancy, went through the Teddy 

Bear project and the Computer Chronicles project together. They had one Alternative 

Learning Period per week for each class they taught. Only their homeroom classes 

had the chance to do the projects, whereas other classes they taught did English 

conversation exercises. Workload and class management were the teachers’ primary 

considerations for this arrangement. 

 

4.1 Teddy Bear Project 

The project was the most popular with younger students who were engaged in 

the email exchange projects of Taiwan IEARN for its activity design with visiting 

bears. Also, it was usually recommended for the starters of the project partners. In the 

spring of 2004, Caron, with her initiative, was encouraged by a professor from the 

National Taiwan Normal University to pioneer in the project at her school. The 

professor was also the vice principal of the AJET digital school, which also took 

charge of operation Taiwan IEARN. When Caron decided to be engaged in the project, 

she invited two colleagues who also taught English as well as some school 

administrators to form an educator team to support the project. The teachers’ 

collaboration took a form similar to team teaching. They set objectives, made teaching 

plans, evaluated the results and shared experiences but did not teach in the same class. 

The process they followed from the project is illustrated in Figure 4.1 on the next 

page.  
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- Enroll in IEARN and Apply a Project. 

Class Management

 

 

When the teachers were waiting for information about the international partners 

assigned by the IEARN facilitator, they drafted the instructional plans (see Appendix 

B, “The Teddy Bear Project” Instructional Plans) and writing topics (see Appendix C, 

The Writing Topics of the Teddy Bear Project (I), 2004). They also started asking 

students to write the first topic, “Self-introduction.” According to the plans, they 

arranged three trips around their school for students to give some understanding of the 

local culture and assigned several writing topics to be used by both of the teachers’ 

classes (see Figure 4.2 on the next page). These activities will be explained below. 

- Plan the field trip activities 
  and writing topics 

- Decide the duration of the    
  project  
- Plan the schedule 

- Post project schedule 

- Group students with mixed 
  levels 

Instructional Planning  

- Implement the lessons 

- Design the worksheet 
- Mail the writing products 

- Evaluate the results 

- Enclose the project 

Figure 4.1  The Process of the Project Learning Adapted by the Two Teachers 
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The Teddy Bear Project 
Plan Activities Writing Topics 
① PTM--  

Hold a Parent-and- 
Teacher Meeting 

Teacher’s Preparation: 
1. Explain the project to the  
  students and parents. 

Preparation: 

2. Request a professor’s guidance 

- Self-introduction 

② The Bear is 
Leaving 

Class Discussion: 
What gifts will be sent with the 
bear? 

- Our Snacks 

③ Welcome the 
Partner’s Bear 

Class Discussion: 
1. Introduce our school 

- Our School 

2. Make a dress for the bear 
- My School Days 

④ Our English Class Class Activities: 
1. Writing instruction 
2. Group work 

- Beauty of Taiwan 
- Trip to the National 

Palace Museum  
-Visiting the Li’s Old 

House  
3. Information sharing of the  

writing topics      
4. Visits and activities  
5. Email exchange 

- Festivals In Taiwan

⑤ My Reflection Students’ reflection and feedback 
toward the Teddy Bear project 

- My Reflection 

Figure 4.2  The Writing Topics of the Teddy Bear Project, Designed by the Two 
Teachers.  

[Note: The researcher made some corrections for clearer ideas.] 

 

 

4.1.1 The Parent-Teacher Meeting 

The teachers held a parent-teacher meeting (PTM) to explain the project to the 

parents because the innovational learning was unfamiliar to the parents. Doubts and 

questions from parents appeared. Most students in the school district came from 

laboring families which tended to hold conservative and traditional expectations about 

their children’s educational environment. Only half of the students had computers 

with the Internet at home. Students mostly used the computers to play video or online 
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games. The parents thus had negative thoughts about computers. It seemed to be an 

impossible mission for Caron to persuade the parents to accept the innovative way of 

learning through the computer and the web. Fortunately there was a happy ending 

because Caron convinced the parents with the instructional planning and by showing 

the website of IEARN. After the Teddy Bear project, some parents even requested the 

teachers to extend the project to be carried out in the evenings as an extracurricular 

activity of the school.  

 

4.1.2 The Bear Is Leaving 

As soon as Caron and Nancy received information about the partners’ classes, the 

teachers discussed the duration of the project, which they set at three months. The 

teachers also bought a toy bear to be designated as the visiting ambassador of the class. 

In the first class, the teacher and students discussed what to include with the toy bear 

in the package, which would be sent through snail mail to the partner class as a gift. 

Mostly they put some local snacks that were the students’ favorites. An introduction, 

which was the first writing topic of the project, was also included in the package. The 

teacher also announced the schedule of the program, writing topics, learning activities 

and details of group work in class. 

 Class management was a crucial factor in the project. The teachers had to 

provide a supportive atmosphere and promote a learning community. While 

announcing the program, the teachers dealt with the grouping and delivered the 

regulations. Students were divided into several groups with mixed levels in each 

group. Six to eight members were asked to collaboratively work on the assignments. 

They had to complete the information search, organize and present the report, and 

collectively or individually do the short passage writing. The teacher taught the key 

literacy skills, information gathering skills, and language skills. With the departure of 
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the package, the students started to write the second writing topic, Our Snacks, and 

then mailed to the partner class. 

 

4.1.3 Welcome the Partner’s Bear 

When the visiting bear from the partner’s class arrived, the teachers informed the 

partner class of its arrival by email. Students were very excited about the new bear 

and were curious about the gifts inside the package. The teacher showed the objects 

one by one, and named them in English on the blackboard. Students learned the new 

words at the same time. 

Both classes made dresses for the visiting bears as if the bears were their 

classmates. Students of each class took the bear to join their school life and activities. 

For example, when they had interclass sport competition, such as the tug of war, they 

put the bear at the first position as one of their teammates. They took pictures with it 

and mailed the pictures to the partner’s class.  

Meanwhile, students started to take turns to bring the bear home and to write a 

short paragraph about the home stay or daily school life. Sometimes the teacher would 

guide them to write about the school in class. The writing was revised by the teacher 

and then mailed to the partner. 

 

4.1.4 Our English Class 

Cross culture understanding was one of the purposes, and the writing task was a 

crucial step for the project. Before writing, the teacher had to build background 

knowledge. Students needed to be acquainted with the four writing topics on local 

culture or heritages. The information came from books, the Internet, interviews and 

field trips. The instructional plans, therefore, included making two trips outside the 

school. The students went to the National Palace Museum and Li’s Compound to see 
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the antiques and understand ancient customs.  

The classes also made the class webpage after school in order to post their works, 

activity photos and the messages from their partners on the webpage. Students and 

parents could look at the webpage and understand the project and its process.  

 

4.1.5 My Reflection 

When they were closing up the project, students wrote the last topic, My 

Reflection, to show their thoughts on the project or the memory of the process. They 

collected all the works and pictures to make an album in disks in the end. The students 

filled out the questionnaire designed by the teachers to self-examine their own works 

and give feedback to the teachers. The teachers finished the Teddy Bear project and 

edited the reports of an action research with their students in the fall of 2004, and 

some parents requested them to extend the curriculum on EFL learning via the Web.  

 

4.1.6 The Report of the Action Research 

The report of the action research on the Teddy Bear project (I), 2004, revealed 

the challenge and implement of PBL through email exchange. It also contained the 

statistics gathered from the questionnaire for the students. 114 students of the three 

classes answered the questionnaire (including Wendy’s class, who quit this case study) 

and most students agreed with the project and its benefit to enhance their language 

learning. Here is the analysis cited in the report.  

1. Almost half of students (49%) did not reject the project. The majority of the 

other half of the students liked it. More in detail, two-thirds of high-leveled students 

liked email exchange with foreigners. More than half of low-literacy students liked to 

express themselves with foreigners through simple sentences and pictures. The levels 

were classified by the teachers according to their mid-term achievement test. It 
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showed that most students accepted the learning experience. 

2. 51% of students agreed that the project enhanced their English performance; 

whereas 10% of students disagreed. The rest of the students showed no comment. 

3. 43% of students felt they made progress in English writing and only 10% of 

students disagreed. The rest half of the students had no comment. However, the part in 

which they wrote down their reflection and feedback questionnaire showed many 

students felt it easier to write English short paragraph under teachers’ guiding and 

experienced learning. 

We can not determine the result of students’ language development from the 

project without the analysis of their language use. However, the experience started the 

potential of EFL teaching and learning involved in PBL through the 

telecommunication activities. 

 

4.2 Computer Chronicles Project 

With the experience of participating in the Teddy Bear project, the teachers 

continued with the Computer Chronicles project, which allowed more independence 

for the students. The teacher only stepped in when communication with the partner 

class was required and was also in charge of pedagogical affairs like planning, 

language teaching and the correction of students’ written works. The information 

search and decisions about some of the learning topics were opened up to students to 

determine. Most students could organize and present the messages from the partner 

collaboratively or independently. Still, one or two students challenged to do the report 

orally in English. When they underwent this project in the second year, students 

showed more autonomy in learning and decision making. Therefore, the writing topics 

and e-paper were different in Caron’s and Nancy’s classes. They will be individually 

described later in Part B. 
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Except for Caron’s four students, who went on to participate in the 2006 NDYS 

project, both participating classes concluded their project at the end of the second year 

because they had to prepare for the Basic Competence Test [ ]3  in the last school year 

of junior high, which all junior high school students in Taiwan need to pass in order to 

move on to senior high school. 

 

4.3 Summary of the Instructional Process during the Project  

According to the instructional plan of the Teddy Bear project demonstrated above 

in Figure 4.2, there were still learning topics as sub-projects to implement the writing 

tasks. Though the teachers did not write an instructional plan or a schedule for the 

following project, the Computer Chronicles project, the scaffold to implement each 

writing task of the learning topic was much the same. The instructional process was 

summarized through the Figure 4.3 on the next page to show how the teacher 

conducted the writing tasks integrated with the abilities of the reading, information 

organization, and problem-solving.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3  The Basic Competence Test for Junior High School Students is a nationwide examination that 

students take at the end of their junior high education in Taiwan. The test results are used as a major 

indicator for admission by selection and application into senior high schools. 
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- The teacher divides the whole class into groups with mixed levels in a 
group (at the very beginning of a project). 

- The works are shown in class and students learn from each other. 
- They finalize the text and mail it to the project partner.  

Figure 4.3  The Instructional Process to Implement a Writing Task 

- According to the learning topic, the teacher and the students search 
for the information in advance. English information is preferred. 

- The teacher and the students discuss the information in class, decide 
the writing direction and draft the outline. 

- The teacher teaches the words and sentences to use. 

- Students do the writing tasks at home. 
- The teacher assists the students if need be.  
- Students submit the writing to the teacher to correct. 

- The teacher and the students jointly read and discuss the mail from 
the partner. 

- They collaboratively formulate a response. 
- They discuss the next learning topic. 

 

 

Part B: Individual Teaching 

 

Both classes jointly undertook the Teddy Bear project and the Computer 

Chronicles project. Under the mutual instructional plans, the teachers adjusted a little 

to conduct the projects for diverse characters and needs of each class. Part B shows 

the individual teaching in detail. 
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4.4 Caron’s Class 

As the eldest teacher in the project team, Caron guided the teachers doing 

projects and managing related administrative affairs. She also tried her best to learn 

computer techniques. She was highly appraised for that by the staff of the school 

because few teachers in their middle ages and without IT backgrounds would be as 

motivated to teach innovatively as Caron.  

The first project, the Teddy Bear project, was not successful because Caron lost 

touch with her partner from Australia. Caron and her students kept the project even 

when there was no response from the partners. However, from the reflection and 

feedback showed on the result of the questionnaire and the report of the action 

research, the students believed that the learning experience opened their eyes, 

cultivated their language competence, and raised their interest in English learning. 

When the action research was concluded and a paper was published in several 

conferences and workshops for the purpose of in-service teacher training, Caron was 

not satisfied. She, along with Nancy, got involved in continually improving students’ 

competence using web-based intercultural project. The taxing job did not discourage 

them, and their belief in language learning and teaching went beyond a mere 

consideration for students’ schoolwork prevalently weighed on many junior high 

school educators’ minds. This was because of their learning and teaching backgrounds 

as well as self-awareness. 

 

4.4.1 Caron’s Background 

Caron’s career path was much more complicated than that of normal teachers. 

Teaching was not her original choice. She graduated from the English Department of 

a university. Having worked at some local companies for a decade, she made up her 

mind to study education and to teach at a private vocational senior high school 
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because she thought teaching was more stable. While studying for the teacher exams, 

she discovered her interest in education. She passed the exam held by the Ministry of 

Education for junior high school teachers to go abroad for a two-month study. When 

she came back from New York, she devoted herself to passing an entrance 

examination for an in-service graduate program.  

Her experiences forced her to develop herself, and students’ feedback pushed her 

to grow with the times and trends. “Even though I’m going to retire soon, I still seem 

to be a beginner in education, and I’m learning constantly,” Caron said (interviewed 

on December 8, 2004). 

Without a professional educational background, she studied hard in the graduate 

school of Normal University, and her eyes and mind opened wide.  

“In the early stages of teaching in junior high school, I taught English in the 

traditional way and forced students to gain higher scores as many teachers did,” she 

recalled (December 8, 2004). Under the pressure from examinations, students were 

forced to take endless exercises and quizzes, to haggle over scores and to compete 

with other students. The teachers were also in the same situation as students. Caron 

was not very accustomed to the laborious environment in junior high school, which 

was very different from vocational school. She recalled her teaching in the tourism 

department of a vocational school, where she only had to prepare lessons about 

tourism and discipline students to speak. What students learned was all practical and 

useful for jobs after graduation. “However, in junior high school English is considered 

the same as other subjects, which are learned for tests and promotion….But I think the 

purpose of teaching English is to cultivate the ability of students to use it practically,” 

said Caron (December 8, 2004). This awareness encouraged her to be innovative in 

her EFL instruction. 
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4.4.2 First Step to Do the Project 

While in graduate school, Caron found fresh ways to teach English. Her advisor 

introduced the IEARN association. That inspired her. In the spring of 2004, Caron 

applied for an action research fund from the Ministry of Education. She was 

recommended to do the email exchange project, the Teddy Bear project in IEARN. 

She invited two teachers, including Nancy, to join in the research. With experience in 

school administrative affairs, Caron knew very well how to gain supporting resources. 

When they decided to do the projects, the technical facilities of the school had been 

fully available, and the administration, especially the technology experts, assisted 

them as needed. The principal, the dean of teaching affairs, and the computer system 

manager of the school all supported them.  

As reported earlier, she was doubted at first by parents of students. Meanwhile, 

teachers in the school supposed that the innovative way of EFL learning were suitable 

only for a minority of students at the upper level or for senior high school students. 

After Caron and Nancy successfully convinced parents in the parent-teacher meeting, 

they got involved in the Teddy Bear project.  

  

4.4.3 The Progress of Doing the Projects 

Only one Alternative Learning Period per week was not enough to do the project. 

“Frankly speaking, the project usually took up a lot of time from the English class 

because we had to deal with language problems and class management. We could 

hardly separate English learning and the project during the process,” Caron recalled 

(interviewed on January 9, 2006). Caron did five projects in total from March, 2004 to 

January, 2006. It was almost the complete span of her homeroom students’ junior high 

school life. The whole class went through the first four projects, but only four students 

volunteered to complete the last one because all the junior high school students had to 
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prepare for the coming Basic Competence Test before their graduation. Table 4.2 is 

the timetable for Caron’s projects. Because some of the projects overlapped, a clear 

timeline accordingly is depicted graphically in Figure 4.4.  

 

Table 4.2   

Timetable for Caron’s Projects 

Project Semester Duration 

Teddy Bear (I) 2nd (of the 7th grade) March – June, 2004 

I Think 1st (of the 8th grade) October – December, 2004 

Teddy Bear (II) 1st and 2nd (of the 8th grade) November, 2004 – April, 2005

Computer Chronicles 2nd (of the 8th grade) January – June, 2005 

2006NDYS 1st (of the 9th grade) October, 2005– January, 2006 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2006NDYS

 

Since Caron’s projects were more complicated than Nancy’s, she inevitably came 

across more challenges. Caron’s problems and solutions in class management are 

discussed below first, followed by activity plans, writing instructions, and the closing 

project. 

7th grade, Class 101 8th grade, Class 201 9th grade, Class 301 

2003 2004 2005 2006 

Teddy Bear (I) 
I Think 

Teddy Bear (II)
Computer Chronicles 

Figure 4.4  A Timeline for Caron’s Projects 
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4.4.4 The Process of Problem-solving 

• Problem 1: Losing contact with the partner 
• Solution: Requesting another partner from team teachers, and keeping on the project 
   without hesitation 

Caron’s first step was not as smooth as the other team teachers’. She lost contact 

with her partner from Australia after exchanging greeting messages in June, 2004. 

Nevertheless, Caron continued the project and expansion activities with her students. 

She constantly tried to regain contact with the partner teacher and also asked for help 

from the IEARN facilitator. Meanwhile, Nancy mailed to her Malaysian partner of the 

Teddy Bear project and asked to find a project partner for Caron. Fortunately the 

Malaysian partner found another class to work with Caron’ class. Caron restarted the 

Teddy Bear project in November, 2004 (named “the Teddy Bear project (II)” 

hereafter). The Teddy Bear project (II) actually did not carry through till the end, 

either.  

 
…because the partner school was located in a very remote area. The 
teacher had to travel a long way to downtown in order to use the 
computer. She was always late with her emails and in replying to 
messages. 

                   -- Caron, interviewed on January 9, 2006 

 

However, the experience of doing the Teddy Bear project (I) encouraged her, not 

frustrated her. Students’ positive feedback supported her belief that “authentic 

situations and English basic competence are both very important for English 

instruction because cultivating students’ ability to apply their language competence in 

the real world is much more important than getting higher scores” (Caron, interviewed 

on December 8, 2004). Thus she believed students would gradually love learning 

English through projects. 
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• Problem 2: Joining a new project halfway 
• Solution: Catching up the project process with flexible scheduling 

While Caron was waiting for a new partner for the Teddy Bear project (II), she 

simultaneously engaged in the I Think project, with which she originally planned to 

improve students’ writing more. Caron applied to the IEARN for the I Think project 

during the summer vacation of 2004, and a partner from Iran was paired up for her by 

the IEARN facilitator in September.  

It was somewhat late for Caron’s class to start the project because the partner had 

already finished the first two writing topics, “Self-introduction” and “My country.” 

Both topics had been written during Caron’s Teddy Bear project (I), so Caron decided 

to be engaged in the following topics as the partner of I Think project asked Caron to 

start in parallel beginning with the third topic, “Friendship.”  

 

• Problem 3: Heavy workload of double projects 
• Solution: Sorting the priority of the projects, doing the same writing topics but   
   sharing with different partner classes through webpage instead of email 

Under the pressure of the scheduled progress set up by the IEARN for the I Think 

project and the Computer Chronicles project, the priority went to the Teddy Bear 

project (II). Because Caron and her students had had the experience of doing the 

Teddy Bear project (I) and it took a long time to wait for the partner’s reply from 

Malaysia, they were not troubled by the load of double projects. 

At the end of the year 2004, right after Nancy finished the Teddy Bear project, 

both teachers hand in hand planed to get involved in another project of IEARN, the 

Computer Chronicles project. The Teddy Bear project (II) was carried on at the same 

time as the Computer Chronicles project. Caron ingeniously managed both projects in 

order to reduce students’ writing tasks and her workload. She also shared students’ 

writing products with Nancy and the other local partner teacher. 
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Additionally, webpage helped the Caron’s class a lot in sharing their writing 

products while they were facing more than seven schools from different countries. 

Students made a class webpage to publish their topic writing. Each group of the class 

was responsible for a report introducing a partner’s country. According to the schedule 

set up by IEARN (see Appendix D, Sample Timeline of the Computer Chronicles 

Project), they decided to spend 15 weeks doing the project, which carried them 

through the whole semester. They presented the reports in turn, and all the partners 

could access the articles on the class webpage instead of the email back and forth. 

They could also present their final e-paper product on the IEARN website in 

American and in Taiwan.  

 

4.4.5 Activity Planning for the Projects 

Intercultural understanding was one of the most important goals in email 

exchange of the project. In addition to the mutual instructional plans, Caron especially 

designed expansion activities and writing topics for her individual concern.  

 

Expansion Activities 
Plan Activities Writing Topics 
Tea Party & Shaolin 
Martial Arts 

1. Have a tea party and learn to 
make tea  

2. Watch Shadow Boxing 

-Tea Party & Shaolin 
Martial Arts [ ]4

I THINK Project -- -Friendship 
-Family 

Extension Course speaking, writing and computer 
lessons 

 

Figure 4.5  Writing Topics of the Teddy Bear Project with the Expansion Activities 

                                                 
4  Shaolin Martial Arts is one of the traditional Chinese martial arts from disciples of the famous 

northern Song-shan mountain temple protection monks. 
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Caron, with her local teacher team, and all of their students had field trip 

activities, “Trip to the National Palace Museum” and “Visiting the Lis’ Old House” in 

the Teddy Bear project (I). “We call it ‘Lis’ Old House’ instead of the exact term, ‘Lis’ 

Compounds’ [ ]5  because students were only in the first year of junior high school. We 

have to start with simple and familiar words,” both Caron and Nancy explained 

(interviewed on January 9, 2006). 

The National Palace Museum was full of Chinese culture heritage, and the Lis’ 

Compound was the historic building near the school. Before going on the trip, the 

teachers demanded that students collected the related information and discussed it in 

class.  

While the Computer Chronicles project was running, the Teddy Bear project (II) 

was simultaneously going on. The two teachers, Caron and Nancy, decided to visit 

Yunglien Temple and the mayor of the city as their shared activities. Both the temple 

and the municipal government were very close to the school. Having had previous 

experience, they designed a worksheet with which teachers initiated students before 

visiting the temple (see Appendix E, A Worksheet for Visiting Yunglien Temple, 

Chinese version). Students mastered the information better than they did for the first 

time, and they knew better how to do the writing tasks and presentation in class. As 

for the interview with the mayor, after several delays of reply from the secretary, only 

a few representative students were allowed to meet the mayor face to face. Caron and 

Nancy arranged other interview activities for rest of the students. They distributed 

students in groups to interview school teachers, administrators and the principal. 

                                                 
5  Caron browsed the webpage of a neighborhood school, which defined the term in English. The 

researcher consulted the dictionary and asked an English native speaker to find that the word 

“Compound” already refers to a group of buildings, so native speakers do not normally say 

“Compounds.” However, the term “Lis’ Compounds” is used here for the authenticity of the school 

webpage. 
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Caron was also a member of a tea drinking association. She held a tea party with 

a Shaolin Martial Arts exhibition at school. It was one of her expansion learning 

activities for her class, and she taught students the art of tea making and related 

manners. “We guided the students in their English writing tasks with the background 

knowledge through the activities and let partners know much more about our culture 

through email exchange,” said Caron (interviewed on January 9, 2006). Here she cites 

students’ writing or reflection on the activities. 

 
 There are mane [many] new activities in our class. We learn many 
things in these activities, such as Make [making] tea or my favorite 
holiday. Teacher also spent a lot of time on them. 
We are so touched. Making tea can make us calm down and think a lot. 
Shadow can make us do the exercise. Teacher help [helps] us a lot both 
in activities and English so I thank my teacher for teaching. [sic.] 

                                   -- Written by Yipin, 2004. 

 

 (Translated from Chinese) I felt it was very nice to join in the projects. 
After I got engaged into the projects, I knew English much more and 
expanded my knowledge through the outdoor activities. I felt nice. 

                                  -- Written by Shunan, 2004. 

 

 (Translated from Chinese) I learned many new words when I did the 
reports. It really helped us to read and write more reports as the like. 

                                 -- Written by Chengyo, 2004. 

 

4.4.6 Web Search Instruction 

Students relied heavily on the search engines, so the instruction in information 

search, collection and organization were essential for them to engage in the project. “I 

think it irresponsible to set the students loose to surf the Internet randomly…Students 

need discipline,” Caron insisted (interviewed on January 9, 2006). 
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Caron’s goal was to build up students’ background knowledge of the learning 

activities and writing topics. Students were divided into four to six groups with mixed 

levels (depending on the projects). They collaboratively searched for the information, 

discussed and organized the data, presented the reports and handed over the writing 

tasks. Individual writing products were also accepted if students were capable or 

preferred working individually. 

Different search engines, however, had different algorithms. Caron had learned 

search skills while working on her thesis study in graduate school. She applied the 

basic information literacy to her instruction. She took Yahoo! (a famous portal site, 

http://tw.yahoo.com) search engine for an example. She introduced the function of the 

search engine first, and then defined the key words to search. Furthermore, she 

recommended interesting websites to students, such as a webpage for kids that was 

included on the BBC website (http”//www.bbc.co.uk). She showed some entertaining 

things on the webpage, chatted with a virtual robot and the like. Students were 

motivated to search on the English webpage rather than be afraid of it. She once 

encouraged students to browse the English version of the website of the National 

Palace Museum before they visited there (Teddy Bear project (I), 2004). The 

impression that they acquired, along with the booklets taken back from the museum, 

helped them do their writing tasks after the trip. 

When Caron discussed a learning topic with the class, she would also provide 

some websites for students and taught them how to search for the information, 

especially for local issues like Lis’ Compound. It was not easy to search for the 

information in an English version on the Web. Caron called the manager of the 

compound and requested some information. Many people kindly provided resources. 

She tried to search for the key words “Lis’ Old House” and found a junior high school 

nearby had studied the topic with the exact title “Lis’ Compounds.” Caron did not 
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mind that its contents were in Chinese,  

 
…because the pictures were enough…. Several web pages put lots of 
contents such as a timeline. It was not difficult for students to translate 
this into English on their own, was it? It was enough for students to write 
using only simple sentences.  

                   -- Caron, interviewed on January 9, 2006 

  

The same was true with cases such as “Taiwanese food” (Teddy Bear project), 

“Beauty of Taiwan” (Teddy Bear project), and “Natural Disaster” (Computer 

Chronicles project and NDYS2006).  

Because photos and pictures helped a lot to offer supplement background 

knowledge for students, Caron used an Internet photo album on a website to publish 

pictures or photos about the learning topics, activities and school life. Students could 

type words or sentences under the pictures they chose (Figure 4.6 on the next page). 

The online album was a kind of forum on which the teacher and the students 

interacted and communicated. Even though the students’ project writing products 

were not good enough to post to the partner’s mailbox, they could be pasted on the 

forum. Furthermore, they could freely express themselves with a few words on it. 

Even the lower achievers were more willing to leave the messages in English on it. 

Such an online album was not only a convenient place to store the writing products 

but also the records of school life. They proposed to edit and burned a disk as their 

graduation souvenir album. 
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Figure 4.6  Internet Photo Album of Caron’s Class 
[Notes: The website crashed once, and all the photos were lost. The upper 
square with a cross should be a big photo; the lower one should be different 
files with photos inside of them. Students respond to the big photo on the 
forum below.]  

 

 

 

     

 

As the reflection students wrote on the questionnaire revealed, students knew the 

context about the writing topics because of the visiting experiences, information 

collection and discussion. Not only those activities enhanced writing for the purpose 

of the project but also encouraged reading. “(After the Teddy Bear project (I) ) I am 

not afraid of browsing English web pages at all because I can look up words in the 

dictionary,” said Stella, a slow learner and low achiever in Caron’s class, admitted the 

project was not her favorite but agreed that the learning was good to her (interviewed 

on March 9, 2005). However, she could finish a short simple paragraph by herself 
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after the Teddy Bear project (I), and collaboratively completed group writing for 

e-paper in the Computer Chronicles project. Her independent writing tasks will show 

in the following section, 4.4.7 Writing Task Instruction. 

 

4.4.7 Writing Task Instruction 

Writing was Caron’s main goal for the project. In a conference where the action 

research on the Teddy Bear project (I) was presented in 2004, she was not sure 

whether it was proper to teach writing to students in their first year of junior high 

school. A professor in audience expressed disagreement because he felt that students 

started writing only after having learned more vocabulary and syntax. However, 

Caron had a different view: 

 
My experience did not coincide with the opinion….I conceived students 
could start writing with a few words or with a simple language base even 
without sentence patterns... They could sketch or write Chinese 
characters when coming across unknown words. Because of writing, 
students learned the usage of words and sentences and then they would 
apply.  

                   -- Caron, interviewed on January 9, 2006 

 

 For the young students new to writing in English, Caron’s guiding strategies 

became essential. The strategies were as follows. 

 

• Strategy 1: Online dictionary as a tool 

Caron thought students with a narrow language base started writing in English by 

consulting a dictionary. The online dictionary on Yahoo! was readily available to 

students. The Chinese words were typed in the search bar and English words with the 

same meaning appear below. After learning how to do two-way consulting between 
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English and Chinese, students used electronic dictionaries and translators. They read 

and wrote with the tools more often than teachers did.  

 

• Strategy 2: Concrete writing topics and pictures assisted expression 

Because students were young with little English language competence and life 

experience, Caron and Nancy started from students’ familiar life experience and 

expressions. The writing topics in the Teddy Bear project (I) were simple and concrete.  

Self-introduction, snacks and school life were the thresholds in the textbook and for 

the writing tasks. Students were also allowed to sketch or embed pictures to replace 

the unknown words. Figure 4.7 on the next page is a work belongs to one of such 

students, Peggy.  

Peggy didn’t know the words like “piano”, “violin” and “flute.” She put the 

pictures of the musical instruments in the sentence. After those words were found by 

her and the article was corrected by Caron, the pictures remained close to the words. 

She made up the letter with art designing, and writing became an interesting task. By 

allowing students to sketch or embed pictures, Caron made sure that even those 

students with lower language proficiency had the chance to participate in writing 

tasks. 
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Figure 4.7  Peggy’s Writing with Pictures Embedded. Before starting the Teddy Bear 
project (I), April, 2004,  

[Note: The title of the school was covered with a gray square on the first line.] 

 

• Strategy 3: Guided writing with words and sentences from the English textbook 

Students relied so much on the translators that they used absurd words and 

redundant sentences in the writing products. Caron tried to solve the problem through 

what the students had learned in the English textbook. The strategy was also a way of 
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reviewing and doing exercises, not testing. She allowed students to answer questions 

in Chinese but encouraged them to try to speak in English with the sentence patterns 

they had learned. Take “Father/Mother,” a writing topic of the I Think project for 

example. She guided students to think of some questions that the sentence patterns of 

the answers had been taught in their English textbooks in the past (Table 4.3). 

 

Table 4.3   

Guided Questions with Sentence Patterns from the English Textbook 

Questions 
Sentence Patterns to be Adapted in
Answers 

• How many people are there in your family?  There is / are … 

• How/What are your father and mother? He is / She is … 

• How do they do the work? He can / She can … 
He / She cooks (teaches, drives...) 

• How do you get along with your family? S + V + (O) + with someone 

 

According to the prompts, here are examples of students’ works. 

 
 I love my mother & father. They can take care of me. Because they 
always help me make lunch. We also go out together. 
My father work in china. He comes back sometimes. So, We have to 
cherish that time. I am freely with them. 
I love my mother & father so much. [sic.] 

--Written by seat No. 34, in 2004. 
 

 My parents are my good friends and also my teachers. Sometimes I 
have some questions, they can help me to solve. I like my parents very 
much because my mom very friendly and my dad very interesting. I 
talk freely with my parents very much. That’s very kind of them. [sic.] 

-- Written by Jewei, in 2004. 
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The more sentence patterns they put in use, the more Caron felt satisfied, and she 

praised them instantly and bounteously. With the teachers’ persistence, even slow 

learners could finish the short passage writing with no problem. 

One such learner was Stella. Stella did not like English but accepted the project. 

She was nervous about English writing tasks at hearing Caron’s announcement of the 

program. She knew few English words, not to mention writing sentences. She tried to 

use the sentences in the textbook and consulted a dictionary. “My teacher taught many 

grammar rules in English class and told us not to translate Chinese into English 

directly…that is, try to use simple sentences and what we have learned in class” 

(Stella, interviewed on March 9, 2005). Here are two examples of her writing from the 

beginning and end of the project. It was possible to make a comparison and to see her 

progress. In the Teddy Bear project (I), Stella was a freshman in junior high school, 

and had little experience in English writing. Mostly she used simple sentences, and 

the words were adopted from the textbook. The complex sentence, “I think you will 

like it if you come here,” with noun clause and adverb clause, and the future tense 

with the auxiliary “will” were provided by Caron since those grammars would not be 

taught until the next school year. 

 
 “Self-introduction” in the Teddy Bear project (I)  

  Hi! My name is Stella. I am a girl. I am from Taiwan. I like our school. 
Do you like your school? I think you will like it if you come here. I 
like to play basketball and read fiction, and you? After school, my 
friends and I play basketball together. Taiwan is very good. Snack is 
very delicious. If you have chance, come to Taiwan to taste our food. 
My teacher is very warmhearted. I am good to attend Teddy Bear. 
Thank you very much. [sic.] 

-- Written by Stella, in April, 2004. 
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However, in the I Think project and the Teddy Bear project (II), Stella was able to 

add complex sentences with subordinate conjunction “because”, and she could freely 

use future tense. Gerund as subject, such as “Chating [Chatting] with her”, was in the 

English textbook at that time. 

 
 Father/Mother” in the I Think project and the Teddy Bear project (II)  

  My mother is my love because she can take care of me. So, I like her. 
My mother will chat with me. So I will say lot of things to her. Chating 
[Chatting] with her will not have the pressure to me. She usually brings 
me to go out and play. We are so happy. So, I thank her very much. 
I want to tell to my mother: “You are my favorite forever.” [sic.] 

-- Written by Stella, in November, 2004. 
  

Stella obviously made progress during the past half year, probably due to 

learning from the textbook and practicing sentence patterns and grammar rules in 

English class. While the international email exchange might have motivated her to 

learn and use English more.  

Joe, another student serving as an interviewee for this study, also had poor grades 

in English. To fulfill the project requirement, he usually asked his teammates 

questions in Chinese, and they answered him with English sentences from the 

textbooks. He then painstakingly transcribed their statements sentence by sentence 

and composed a short passage for the project. He would not have done so if not 

because he wanted to be a part of the project.  

After the Teddy Bear project (I), the teachers conducted a survey on students’ 

reflection. Most students, like Stella, Joe, and the other student interviewees, 

responded and conceived that the project with English writing facilitated their English 

textbook learning. 
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• Strategy 4: Inquiries for logical and critical thinking 

Caron also used inquiries to guide and remind students of the sentences in the 

textbooks. The students then revised or segmented long sentences into short and 

comprehensible ones. With the inquiries, students understood writing skills through 

their own experiences and understanding. Below is an illustration of what she did. 

This was what had happened when the following classroom interaction was 

recorded. The topic “Love” was the fifth stage in the I Think project, but Caron’s class 

was still at the beginning. It was really difficult for students to think about the content. 

Take “Mother/Father,” the fourth stage of writing topics in the I Think project, as an 

example. Caron combined both topics and assigned them to the students to write on in 

a week. Not all the students managed to follow the guidelines, although they did have 

the skills to write because they could use the sentence patterns from their textbooks. 

Caron actually had reminded them of the strategy many times since they started the 

Teddy Bear project.  

 

(Class Observation on December 18, 2004) 

Caron went into the classroom with handouts. She had told the students about the 

new project and they would discuss it together at that period. However, students 

looked a little disappointed and revealed their impatience. They passed the handouts 

and some complained with murmuring. Caron queried some students the reason why 

they failed to do the writing homework. Part of them complained the topic was 

difficult. However, the majority of the class asserted they “didn’t know how to write 

and where to search the references.” Caron ignored the excuses and asked the whole 

class how to solve the problems. “Look up words in the dictionary.” “Ask for the 

information from others.” “Search on the Internet.” “Read books.” A couple of 

methods arose form every corner. They also responded teasingly, “Teacher has 
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mentioned several times!” 

In fact, Caron had assigned the topic a week ago. Some writing had been posted 

on the bulletin board of the web. Caron copied some works as teaching handouts. 

Students came to concentrate on the handouts silently, and even though those who 

sighed in the beginning of the class quieted down and focused on learning. She read 

aloud the first writing (the parentheses below is the original Chinese version). 

 
• Pseudonym: Awful Head (無厘頭) 

1. Summer vacation is coming. It is so hot this year that I can’t stand it. 
My family will take a trip to Thailand for spending Chinese New Year. 
(學校快放暑假了，今年夏天超熱的，熱到受不了，寒假我家要去

泰國觀光過農曆新年。) 
2. I invited a few classmates to go bicycle riding, bird watching in the 

Guandu Natural Park last Sunday afternoon. I saw the slanting rays of 
the sunset, feeling heart broken and isolated.[ ] 6 I couldn’t help sinking 
in ebb. 
(星期天下午邀三五同學去關渡自然公園騎腳踏車，賞水鳥，暮見

夕陽斜照，斷腸人在天涯，心情不自覺得陷入低潮。) 
3. Today Dad gave me pocket money and said, “US dollars were 

devalued recently, but macro economic policy was carried out in 
Mainland China. It’s getting harder to make money, so you must study 
hard…..” 
(今天老爸一面發零用錢一面說：最近美金貶值，大陸宏觀調控，

賺錢愈來愈困難，你要努力用功‧‧‧) 

The students sneered at the funny examples. Caron kept silent for a while and 

admitted those were created by her. Students laughed because they knew Caron made 

the sentences funny on purpose. Caron pointed out the ambiguity: 

Caron: Let’s see the second example. It is ambiguous. Why? 
Students: (Silent.) 
Caron:  Since I went with classmates, why could I be isolated? 
Students: (Sneered and knew the point.)  

                                                 
6  The sentence in Chinese version is a famous old poem, written by Ma Chih Yuan in Yuan Dynasty. 
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Caron: So, when you make a composition, “logic” is very important. 
Don’t write any sentences contradicting the context. You must 
think twice and check them. And what is wrong with the third 
example? 

Students: “Give me money” contradicted “make money hard.” They are 
different matters. 

Caron nodded and smiled at their correct answer. She turned to students’ works 

and asked students to underline according to her direction: 

 
 Love (1) 
I love my family and friends very much because they love me, too. 
There are many kinds of love. For example, friendship, endearing and 
love. Love is inconceivable because love power is so big. Love can 
give people power and courage, and love can give people heartache, 
too. Such as your family death you are very sad because you love them. 
[sic.] 

 

Caron inquired who wrote it and why he had used the big words which were 

underlined. The writer (called “Frank” here) answered that he used an electronic 

dictionary when confronting new words. 

 
Caron:  Did you try to use other words? I mean the words you used are 

“big words.” They are difficult or we seldom use such words. 
Frank: (Shook his head and kept silent.) 
Caron: (Ask the class.) How many of you use an electronic dictionary? 

Is it useful? 
Students: (Silent.) 
Caron: It is very convenient, I know, but it does not tell you how to use 

the word. When you key in a Chinese meaning and it shows 
several optional English words, you’d better make sure which 
is proper in the context. To consult more dictionaries and books 
or ask teachers is important. Most of all, use simple words 
rather than big words because the letter then can be read as 
clearly as possible. 

Students: (Silent.) 
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Caron: Let us try to use simple words. “Endearing” means lovely (“可
愛的” originally in Chinese). From the context, we need nouns 
here instead of adjectives. And I know the meaning you 
preferred is “affection of relative”(“親情” originally in 
Chinese). Is that right? 

Frank: (Frank nods his head.) 
Caron: And, Frank, please tell us the meaning of “inconceivable.” 
Frank:  無法想像的.(Frank responded in Chinese) 
 

“Incredible!” Someone shouted an alternative word. Caron smiled and praised 

the student. Many students corrected the word, which they had learned before. 

  

Caron elaborated such inquiries for logical and critical thinking, hoping that 

students were able to compose the writing on abstract topics, such as “Friendship,” 

“Love,” or “Family” in the I Think project. As mentioned in Chapter 3 (3.2.3 I Think), 

the project was to exchange ideas, beliefs, cultures, habits and the like; the writing 

topics were particularly abstract, diverged from students’ comprehension, and less 

related to students’ daily lives. Caron had to make considerable effort to guide and 

polish up students’ writing tasks. Students were very inexperienced to deliver their 

exposition or argument, so Caron wrote the ridiculous or illogical paragraphs herself 

and modeled the writing process to question students to think deeply and logically. 

Besides, students tended to rely on translators and use big words. Caron’s inquiries 

also led them to use the words they had learned in the textbook and to identify parts of 

speech. Caron used this strategy of thinking guidance for both the Teddy Bear project 

and the I Think project. “The more abstract the topics were, the more delicately I 

designed the inquiries” Caron explained (interviewed on January 9, 2006).  

 

• Strategy 5: Expansion activities to build up the background knowledge 

Apart from the writing inquiries, the expansion activities, such as field trips, also 
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benefited writing tasks. The expansion activities built up students’ background 

knowledge which allowed students to fill their writings with the substantial 

information. Take the trip to the National Palace Museum as an example. Before they 

set off, they had browsed the website of the museum, collaboratively collected related 

information and located the data to report in class. The report could be in Chinese or 

English. The vocabulary about local culture always bothered the teacher and the 

students, so Caron gave them words and sentences to use for their writing assignment. 

The Internet quest helped students’ knowledge, but they were also affected by their 

own culture and were proud to share with their partner. They were aware of the main 

idea of their writing after the trip. “Students were smart enough. They also took 

English brochures of the museum back to school. They could consult them when 

working on computers that weren’t connected to the Internet,” Caron said smilingly 

(interviewed on January 9, 2006). Through the Internet and expansion activities, they 

built up their background knowledge and more readily implemented the writing.  

 

4.4.8 The Direct Communication with Partners on the Conference of NDYS2006 

When the Computer Chronicles project came to a close, all students were going 

on to the last year of junior high school, and they had to concentrate on their studies 

and exams in order to enter senior high school. Still, four students volunteered to 

continue doing the project, “Natural Disaster,” sponsored by JEARN (Japan 

Education and Resource Network, http://www.jearn.jp). 

The last e-paper topic, “Natural Disaster,” which they had decided on at the 

beginning of the Computer Chronicles project, aroused Caron’s desire to apply for the 

“2006 year of Natural Disaster Youth Summit” (NDYS2006, in short). At the same 

time in February, the Teddy Bear Ambassador of NDYS from Iran and Russia 

happened to visit Caron’s class. It was a good chance to introduce NDYS and discuss 
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environmental concerns and human lives, which were the basis of the educational 

philosophy of NDYS. Four students, including both higher achievers and slow 

learners, volunteered to enroll in the AJET Digital School course and started the 

“Natural Disaster” project in October, 2005. Under the pressure and burden of 

schoolwork, the four volunteers completed the project and presented their works in 

NDYS2006 in early January of 2006 in Kaohsiung. It was the first time that IEARN 

Taiwan held such a grand conference. More than four hundred participants came from 

several counties in Taiwan and from different countries, including Japan, Malaysia, 

Iran, Korea and Trinidad. It was also the first time for Caron’s students to interact with 

foreigners directly and orally present their works with posters in English in public. 

Caron’s class concluded their project with the presentation. 

 

4.4.9 The Collaboration among the Teacher and the Students 

Good relationship and interaction among teachers and students also helped 

collaboratively implement PBL. The computing assistance from students released 

Caron’s anxiety about IT. The negotiation between Caron and her students along with 

their suggestions reminded her to make adjustments in her teaching when necessary.  

Since Caron did not possess much computer skills, some students were very 

willing to help her out voluntarily while other did so because they were assigned to 

handle technical tasks in their groups. Joe, a less proficient student but equipped with 

excellent computer skills, handled most of the technical work. He even passed on 

some of his computer knowledge to Caron. Since Joe dealt with computer hardware 

and software at home at a young age, he learned much of his English from instruction 

manuals than from schoolwork. Although Joe did not receive high scores in his 

English tests, he could understand the English instructions in computers and video 

games manuals. “I had no choice but to read them [the English manuals] because no 
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Chinese translation was provided if the computer components or appliances are 

imported.….Sometimes, imported video games are more interesting than the local 

ones” Joe answered shyly (interviewed on March 9, 2005). The researcher never 

forgot how the class hailed Caron when she demonstrated a film showing the history 

of their Teddy Bear project (I) and thanked him for helping her learn Meadi@show 

(software for making a film). In addition, the students learned the skills of making 

webpage in their computer class, so they could publish their work about their topic 

writing on their class webpage. In this way, Caron did not have to laboriously mail 

each piece of students’ work to their project partners, especially in the Computer 

Chronicles project and 2006NDYS. Their webpage was also hyperlinked to Taiwan 

IEARN and IEARN. Joe took most of the responsibilities of maintaining the class 

webpage. In the interview with Caron, she repeatedly expressed her deep appreciation 

for students, especially Joe. 

The negotiation process among the teacher and the students was also considered 

as a type of collaboration during the implementation of the projects. Besides students’ 

requests in class, the class email account was used as a medium to exchange ideas on 

the projects between the teacher and the students. Students often gave her some tips or 

suggestions on the projects via email. Their complaint for overloaded schoolwork and 

suggestions on projects also made Caron revise the learning tasks or assignment. The 

negotiation and collaboration among Caron and students were not only for 

implementing projects but also to accommodate students’ diverse levels and needs. 

Although Caron mostly dominated the instruction, especially in the first project, 

students’ collaboration with the teacher also contributed to successfully implement 

PBL for EFL learning under the harmonious atmosphere of the class. 
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4.5 Nancy’s Case 

4.5.1 Nancy’s Background 

As the youngest teacher out of the teaching team, Nancy was always praised by 

Caron for her mature and well-organized instruction. She had always known that she 

wanted to be a teacher ever since she was young. She graduated from the English 

Department of a national educational university and had continued teaching for nine 

continuous years. During the one-year internship after graduation, she faced a difficult 

time and almost gave up teaching. She felt stressed having to adapt to an unfamiliar 

environment. It was not because of the theories she learned in her university education 

was quite different from the actual context that she faced in the junior school 

environment, but because being a teacher was much more different than being a 

student. By trying her best at managing her classes, she eventually adapted to her 

teaching career and gradually became fond of teaching. 

In Taiwan, traditional methods of English instruction, like grammar, translation, 

context interpretation, vocabulary memorization and repeated drills, were all for the 

purpose of preparing the student for higher education. Those methods made Nancy 

feel pressured and made her seek more interesting ways to learn English. Different 

from many students in Taiwan, she never studied in any cram schools during her early 

school days. Her interest in English started from the second year in junior high school. 

The motivation came from English movies and songs. She kept her interest in English 

through films and songs into senior high school. There her teacher asked students to 

read English newspapers as outside material. These three resources motivated her and 

helped her realize her dream of becoming an English teacher. Because of what she 

learned from the films and songs, Nancy tried to think of ways to integrate those into 

her instruction. Besides English, she expanded her interests to include translation, 

linguistics, Western culture and novels, and the second foreign language, Spanish. 
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“English is a tool to learn some other things,” she added. If she had not taught, she 

might have tried to work in the fields of translation or interpretation, “because they all 

are related.” She thought, “If I can apply what I learned in class to some other aspects, 

I think it (learning English) will be more fun” (interviewed on January 11, 2005). 

 

4.5.2 Nancy’s Belief 

Based on Nancy’s experience of learning English, she was originally opposed to 

memorizing sentences and the contents of textbooks, and supported learning from life.  

“If I can understand the sentences and use them, why should I memorize them?” 

(interviewed on January 11, 2005) This belief could have driven her to embrace PBL 

like the Teddy Bear project at the beginning of her career. 

On the contrary, students with poor language competence in English drew her to 

face the cruel truth, and she surrendered and began to adopt the traditional method of 

asking students to memorize the contents of the textbooks. “I don’t mean for them to 

keep the whole contents of the books in their minds, but to let students learn and 

review more words repeatedly and by heart through the process,” she explained 

(January 11, 2005). This discovery also spurred her interest in theme-based and 

task-based instruction, both of which she studied while in university. However, she 

still tried to embed creative instruction under the traditional way of education. When 

she finished the one-year internship, she returned to her hometown and tried to plan 

learning activities according to the textbooks. Those activities mainly coincided with 

the contents of the textbooks. Disneyland, for example, was mentioned in one of the 

lessons. Nancy assigned students to search for more information about Mickey Mouse 

or other cartoon characters. A computer was still a luxury ten years ago, so almost all 

the students looked for information from newspapers, books and periodicals. She also 

advised students to consult with others, such as elder siblings or cram school teachers. 
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When computers became common and were available to use, computer classes began 

to be included in the junior high school education and students relied more and more 

on the Internet for information. The exams never took outside material into account 

but Nancy praised volunteers who failed in traditional textbook learning but actively 

pursued extra learning activities. 

The school also customarily held English contests involving speeches, singing, 

and drama. Except for individual speech contests, each class participated as a team in 

the competitions. Those contests motivated slow learners to learn English, but bored 

most high level students with endless practices and lyric memorization. The high 

achievers would rather pay more attention to studying than waste time on the school 

activities. In fact, Nancy seldom arranged singing songs in class because of the 

urgency of advancing students through the curriculum. She used the contests to 

release students from the pressure and frustration of English learning, and to show 

them that learning English could be fun. 

Before she really began to include PBL with IT, she assumed that it was only 

suited for the brilliant students. This kind of learning from life was tough for the 

low-achieving students. Even in her internship school, which was famous for its 

excellent students in Taiwan, outside materials were treated as activities and classes 

focused more on textbook learning. The school she taught here had quite many slow 

learners, and it intensively focused on traditional instruction with the goal of 

preparing for the high school entrance exam. 

When Caron invited Nancy to do an action research on the Teddy Bear project 

through IEARN in 2003, she still doubted the low achievers’ abilities. After taking a 

look at what had been done by other participating elementary schools in Taiwan, she 

changed her mind and determined to take on the challenge. Since the elementary 

students could upload drawings or photos onto the webpage, adding simple words and 
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greetings in English, she realized there were still some other ways to communicate if 

students failed to express themselves through words. Defining English as a kind of 

communication tool, Nancy believed her students could do the project.  

 

4.5.3. The Progress of Doing the Projects 

Considering the workload of Nancy’s and the students’, Nancy chose to be 

engaged in the Teddy Bear project and the Computer Chronicles project. Table 4.4 is 

the timetable for the projects she undertook. Accordingly, the researcher shows a 

graphic to make the sequence clearer bellow at Figure 4.8. 

 

Table 4.4   

Timetable for Nancy’s Projects 

Project Semester Duration 

Teddy Bear (I) 2nd (of the 1st year) March – June, 2004 

Teddy Bear (II) 1st (of the 2nd year) September, 2004 – January, 2005

Computer Chronicles 2nd (of the 2nd year) January – June, 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7th grade, Class 102 8th grade, Class 202 9th grade, Class 302

2003 2004 2005 2006 

Teddy Bear (I) Computer Chronicles 

Figure 4.8  A Timeline for Nancy’s Projects 

Teddy Bear (II)

 

Nancy planned to do one project for each semester based on her estimation of the 

workload and the character of the homeroom class. Nancy’s class did not continue a 
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new project with Caron when concluding the Computer Chronicles project at the end 

of the semester of the eighth grade. They had to prepare for the Basic Competence 

Test before their graduation the following school year. Schoolwork increasingly 

occupied their life and they had to abandon extracurricular learning. 

 

4.5.4. The Class Management 

To implement the project, Nancy first analyzed her students’ English language 

competence before starting the project. She understood the low achievers’ anxiety and 

frustration about learning English. She defined the purpose of the project as enriching 

EFL learning experiences and becoming immersed in cross-cultural awareness more 

than cultivating EFL competence. Therefore, students’ collaborative tasks and group 

reports were more important than individual writing products. She took some 

strategies for class management along with the project. The details of the strategies 

are discussed below in six categories. 

 

• Strategy 1: Adjusting the teaching plan to meet students’ diversity 

After the team teachers cooperatively made up the instructional plans and writing 

topics for the Teddy Bear project (I) in the spring of 2004, Nancy adjusted the 

learning tasks flexibly so as to meet her students’ diversity in interest and proficiency 

level and to release their workload. While browsing the mailbox of the class and the 

copies of students’ handwriting journals, the researcher found that Nancy combined 

some similar topics and distributed them as group works.  

Figure 4.9 on the next page is the comparison between the original core work for 

the Teddy Bear project and her revision for her class. The middle column is the 

original plan of mutual writing topics, and on the right is Nancy’s revision. After the 

revision, Nancy started to group students and distributed learning tasks of the project. 
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Teddy Bear Project 
Plan Mutual Writing Topics Nancy’s Revision 
PTM--  
Parent and Teacher 
Meeting 

Preparation: 
-Self-introduction 

Preparation: 
-Self-introduction 

The Bear is Leaving -Our Snacks 
Welcome the Partner’s 
Bear 

-Our School 
-My School Days 

A piece of group writing 
containing the topics bellow: 
-Our Snacks 
-Our School  
-My School Days 

Our English Class -Beauty of Taiwan Group working or individual 
writing is alternative: 
-Beauty of Taiwan 
-Trip to National Palace 
Museum (Sep. 8) 

-Visiting the Lis’ Old House  

- Trip to National Palace 
Museum (Sep. 8) 

-Visiting the Lis’ Old 
House  

-Festival 
-Festival 

My Reflection My Reflection My Reflection 

Figure 4.9  Nancy’s Revision for the Writing Topics of the Teddy Bear Project 

 

• Strategy 2: Grouping students for collaborative learning and doing 

Different from Caron’s students that mostly did individual writing tasks, Nancy 

distributed tasks by groups. Therefore, student’s works were not as numerous or as 

detailed as those of Caron’s, and her students acknowledged the benefits of the 

learning in their reflections at the end of the first project. Before they started the email 

exchange, Nancy had planned to enhance students’ writing skills with the topic 

“self-introduction.” Here is the detail for the grouping and work distribution below. 

(A) Grouping 

-- There were six groups in a class, seven or eight students as a group with 

mixed levels. 

-- Each group chose a leader (the highest achieving students were always 
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chosen to be the leaders). 

(B) Task/Assignment 

-- Each group had to hand in one short writing passage per week. 

-- The topic of the writing task was given according to the theme studied 

during the conversation class. 

-- When the writing was finished, it had to be handed in to the teacher to 

check. 

-- After the writing was revised, it was mailed to the participating e-pals. 

(C) Work Distribution 

-- Each group discussed what to write. 

-- Each group distributed members to do the information collecting, passage 

writing, typing and mailing. 

As the students explained in the interview, each group mostly distributed work 

among members according to their abilities. The lower achievers in English 

competence, such as Elean and Kevin, “searched for information, did illustrations for 

the writing, typed or did some other physical labor” (Elean, interviewed on March 9, 

2005). They collected the information and discussed in a group. The higher achievers, 

like Cliff and Lucy, were always pushed to be the group leader and do the final 

passage writing. 

 

• Strategy 3: Arranging the instruction and assignment flexibly 

At the beginning of the Teddy Bear project (I), Nancy required each group to 

hand in the written work once a week. This seemed to be too much work for students, 

and students truly had no spare time at school to do the discussion and organization. 

Nancy accepted students’ suggestions to revise her plan for the assignment and 

allowed individual works. Students could choose one form of homework among the 
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three: (A) short passage writing, (B) information collection and organization, or (C) 

presentation of five to ten related English words from the information collection. Data 

in Chinese, English, or both versions were all accepted.  

Nancy’s flexible assignment released students from pressure and frustration with 

learning and using English because she accepted students’ products in Chinese, 

including writings, drawings and photos that they created or discovered. The lower 

achievers, like Kevin with the least literacy skill in English, were also allowed to 

express themselves using drawings accompanied by fragments of words (see Figure 

4.13, p. 109). Cliff and Lucy always handed in their individual passages early but they 

would also assist their group members to achieve the tasks. Elean said that she usually 

asked help with translation word for word from the high achievers, and so did other 

classmates. “None of my classmates lagged behind the deadline by work distribution 

and collaboration among group members” Cliff confirmed (March 9, 2005). 

 

• Strategy 4: Sharing the products through different multimedia 

Nancy’s students could share their products, text or pictures, by email exchange 

with project partners or by oral presentation in class. They also took turns to write a 

short paragraph in a notebook, or uploaded the products on the class webpage or 

online photo albums.  

Take the Teddy Bear project for example. Not all the students’ products could be 

sent to the partner’s mailbox. Nancy’s class, similar to Caron’s, had class webpage 

and online photo albums of their own. Students could also post their messages on 

them. Moreover, Nancy gave a notebook to students to keep a journal while the 

visiting bear stayed in their home each day. Students took turns to take the visiting 

bear and the notebook home after school. They pretended to be the visiting bear and 

described the family of the homestay in the notebook. On the following day, they took 
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both the toy and the notebook back to school and passed them to the next student (see 

Figure 4.13 and 4.14, Kevin’s and Lucy’s journals, p. 109-110).  

This turn taking method was the original design of the Teddy Bear project of 

IEARN. It was popular among participating elementary schools in Taiwan. It allowed 

students to share the journal with each other without access to a computer. Nancy 

corrected only one piece of the writing every day, so it was not too much effort on her 

part. She selected some better works, asked the writers to type them up and send the 

messages to the partner.  

Students were motivated by the toy and felt proud when they carried it back and 

forth between school and their homes. The volume and forms of assignments were 

acceptable to the students and so they were glad to undertake the project, even though 

they were under the pressure of heavy loads of schoolwork. 

The successful arrangement of labor division and collaboration continued during 

the Computer Chronicles project. Students were very familiar with the procedure of 

working in groups and proficiently completed their topic writing. The only problem 

was a lack of awareness of cross cultural issues encountered during the project. 

 

• Strategy 5: Experiencing authentic activities about local culture  

Nancy defined the project as to promote cross cultural understanding. Luckily, 

the city was full of ancient heritage with fruitful and significant resources for the 

project. Caron and Nancy planned the topic writing on the visiting to the National 

Palace Museum and Li Family Compound [ ]7  the in the Teddy Bear project, and 

Yunglien Temple for the Computer Chronicles project.  

                                                 
7  Caron’s class used “Lis’ Compounds,” whereas Nancy’s class decided to use “the Li Family 

Compound” based on the information collection by students, and the discussion and conclusion in 

class. 
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Take a learning theme, “Folk Art,” for example. In the Computer Chronicles 

project, Nancy divided students into six groups as they did in the Teddy Bear project, 

and discussed the learning themes. Because they had the experience with a project 

before, Nancy let students lead the project more by themselves this time. Nancy 

decided that “Folk Art” as one of the students’ learning projects because they had 

learned about Taiwanese puppet shows at school before, one of the local folk arts 

(Figure 4.10). They had had the experience of making puppets, writing plays and 

performing with the puppets in class during the end of the previous semester, in 

January of 2005. With an English handout about the puppet show in English, students 

could introduce the art to all the partners of the learning circle. After the puppet show, 

they packed their objects with related information in a package and delivered it to the 

partners’ class.  

 

 
Figure 4.10  Students Played Taiwanese Puppet Shows   

 

In addition, students discussed and decided that the themes of the e-paper should 

be: Student Hello Message, Music, Clothes, and Heroes. Student Hello Message, the 
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same as “Self-introduce”, was the mutual theme among all the partner schools at the 

beginning of the project. The other three writing topics were close to students’ daily 

life, so they could easily collect information to discuss and to write a short paragraph 

individually or collaboratively by group members. Here is a student’s description of 

two famous bands in Taiwan, Mayday and 5566. 

 

 Music 
  In junior high school, many studends like different idols. I like Mayday. 

They are very hadsome. Listen to their music can hlpe me relax. I do 
not have a lot of pocket money, so I can not buy many CDs, But I like 
Mayday. My friends can lend me Mayday CDs. Sometimes, I can 
listen to music to keep me happy. My idols are 5566, too. Because they 
sing good music. So I like them very mach. My name is Bob. [sic.] 

                           -- Written by Bob, on April 22, 2005 
 

The writing topics about students’ daily life encouraged middle level or slower 

learners to challenge. Bob was the one tried his best to do the individual writing, 

which was posted to the partners for them to understand Taiwan’s singers or bands.  

 

• Strategy 6: Introducing partner’s culture by oral presentation among groups 

In the Computer Chronicles project, each foreign participant class mailed the 

package to Nancy and Caron according to the project guidelines. Except for package 

delivery, email with texts and photos made by partners also were their learning themes. 

Students had to read the sharing messages from seven partners out of six countries. 

Students were very curious about the messages but could not finish reading all of 

them. Besides, Nancy thought the purpose of the culture introduction and sharing was 

to broaden students’ global view rather than to do the writing tasks about the countries. 

Therefore, Nancy assigned each group to be responsible for an oral presentation with 

one project partner, whereas she was in charge of communicating with the participants 

of the learning circle. Students only kept on writing the topics they planned.  
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When the greeting packages from different project partners arrived, Nancy 

distributed them to the groups. The members of the group had to read the information 

using various media in the package from the foreign culture, such as newspapers, 

cards, posters, guidebooks, pictures, and brochures (Figure 4.11). Some of them were 

collected or purchased and some were made by students (Figure 4.12). They all were 

novel to Nancy’s students. 

 

 
Figure 4.11  Brochures mailed by the Australian partner   

 

 

[Note: The poster handed by the student was hand-made by 
the Australian project partner.] 

Figure 4.12  Student’s Oral Presentation  
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Because the partner students of some countries were also EFL learners, it was 

inevitable to see improper language usage or peculiar expressions. Sometimes Nancy 

asked students to guess the meanings from the context and sometimes she directly 

translated or explained them to students. Students reported what was in the packages 

and shared what they learned from the information.  

The researcher observed students’ presentation for one period (April 15, 2005), 

they could not fluently introduce the contents but could mostly read the reports 

organized by the group before the class. Nancy constantly reminded them to “say” 

what they knew rather than report it word for word. It was partly because students 

were not familiar with the culture, and partly because the terms or words of the 

culture were hard to pronounce. Nancy required them to write the special terms or 

words on the blackboard for the class for their reference.  

At the last focused group interview (January 9, 2006), Nancy’s students admitted 

that the projects enhanced their speaking ability less, but they were firmly convinced 

that the report activities enriched their learning experience, cultivated their reading 

ability and helped them understand different cultures of non-English speaking 

countries. The opinions were the same as the action research report on the Teddy Bear 

project (I) one and a half years ago. 

 

4.5.5 The Process of the Problem-Solving 

Though Nancy’s class underwent only two projects and the situation seemed 

simpler than Caron’s, she also encountered challenges and took efforts to solve the 

problems.  

 

• Problem 1: Technical problem with mailbox error 
• Solution: Applying a new mail box from a steady and reliable portal site 
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Nancy encountered the same problem with Caron when they started the Teddy 

Bear project (I). The partner of the Teddy Bear project in Australia did not reply to 

any of her letters. She asked for help from the facilitator of IEARN several times but 

to no avail. She finally discovered that something was wrong with her mailbox so that 

her mail could not be transferred to the facilitator. After she applied for a new mailbox 

from another steady and reliable portal site, she successfully received an answer from 

the facilitator and restarted the project. 

 

• Problem 2: Different school calendars between the two countries 
• Solution: Keeping the project doing without hesitation, and keeping in touch with 

the partner 

Nancy also encountered the problem that the partner aborted the email exchange. 

During the period of awaiting the partner from Australia, the Teddy Bear project (I), 

Nancy continued the project and her instruction. The first writing topic was 

customarily “Self-introduction.” One month later, the facilitator of IEARN from 

Australia unexpectedly mailed her to stop the project. Nancy was truly astounded. She 

instantly turned to request another partner from facilitators in Taiwan IEARN because 

she and her class had been preparing for the project for two months, and “the students 

eagerly anticipated the project and they were extremely unwilling to give up” 

(Nancy’s email to the IEARN facilitator, April 19, 2004). Especially, the low 

achievers showed interest in the project with less fear of their poor English under 

Nancy’s flexible assignment. The researcher browsed the mailbox of theirs and found 

that students cared about their visiting bear and mailed several messages to hasten the 

partner’s response. Even the greetings with few words or simple sentences, mailed by 

the lower English achievers, such as “How is my Teddy bear?” and “Hi, I miss you, 

Teddy Bear,” showed students’ anticipation toward the project.  
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Fortunately her class was matched with one in Malaysia through a connection 

between Taiwan IEARN and Japan IEARN (JEARN) at the end of April. The class 

soon packed some soft toys with some local snacks, presents and class introductions 

to send to Malaysia by snail mail. The package arrived on the eve of “the mid-year 

school break” in Malaysia. The project broke during the holidays from May 29th to 

June 13th, and the ensuing summer vacation in Taiwan forced a further suspension, 

even though the students were excited to have the visiting bear from Malaysia and 

kept on writing about its stay with the class.  

The class restarted the project at the beginning of the new semester in September, 

2004. One month later, the “final year school holidays” from October 10th to January 

5th, 2005 in Malaysia hindered the project again. Except for the partner’s greeting 

message, Nancy did not receive any project messages from partner students during 

that time, but she stuck to the instructional plan and brought the project to an end with 

Caron in January of the following year. 

The Malaysian partner in the project was an enthusiastic teacher. Through email, 

she not only frequently kept in touch with Nancy, even during the school break and 

holidays in Malaysia or summer vacation in Taiwan, but she also encouraged Nancy’s 

teaching team and shared episodes in her life, and even found another partner for 

Caron to continue the project when Nancy requested help. She seemed to be a 

member of the teaching team. This Malaysia teacher helped move the project 

smoothly forward with pleasant experiences to the end. 

 

• Problem 3: Translation into English and organization for paragraph writing 
• Solution: Discussing collaboratively in class, and scaffolding students’ language 

ability through English textbooks 

On account of students’ low proficiency level and conducting project for the first 
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time, Nancy felt that she was solving problems all the time without knowing what was 

going to be like at the end. One of the most challenging problems was how the 

information in Chinese could be changed to become a well-organized passage in 

English. She tried to discuss with students in class to understand their ideas and 

expressions. Then she scaffolded their language ability through English textbooks. 

She conducted to think about and adopt the words and sentences in the English 

textbook and built up word bank for students to consult. 

Take the “Dragon Boat Festival,” one of the themes of the Teddy Bear project, as 

an example. Nancy and students discussed the legend of an ancient poet in China, 

Chyu-yuen, and the customs associated with the festival. Nancy piled up pieces of 

information that students collected and handed in, and then she organized the story for 

students. At last, she offered some English words and sentences to use and assigned as 

homework. Students chose one form of the homework among three to do after class 

(see Strategy 3, p. 94). 

Except for the self-introduction, only five or six students could complete a short 

passage in English at the very beginning. As two or three months went by, eight or 

nine students began to write with English. Those passages were revised by Nancy and 

mailed to the participants.   

The same as Caron’s case, Nancy’s students also directly translated the 

information in a word for word, mannered with the help of an electronic dictionary or 

translator. Sentence structures and grammar rules they had learned from textbooks 

were almost completely ignored. Students spent a lot of time finding words and 

combining them, but in the end they used big words, made weird sentences and 

composed awful paragraphs. Nancy never gave up, and collected those writings to 

make handouts, printed them out for everyone, discussed in class and revised to make 

paragraphs better. She repeatedly reminded students to use simple words and 
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sentences to express themselves. She told students to think of synonyms or words 

with similar meanings from the textbooks they had studied. If students failed to 

express themselves in English with big words and weird sentences, Nancy would ask 

the writers to collaborate with their classmates to make the sentences in Chinese as 

concisely as possible, and then to translate the meaning using the sentence patterns in 

the English textbooks. It was acceptable even if they had to use several simple 

sentences. She intended to encourage students to apply what they had learned from 

life and to review the lessons at the same time. 

If the words and sentences had not appeared in the textbooks, Nancy would offer 

a list of words and sentences. Sometimes, she made handouts with fill-in exercise for 

word usage. 

 
…before the coming holidays, for example, the teacher would give us the 
word lists and sentence patterns in class first and teach us the usage, and 
then we took them home and wrote on our own. 

                          -- Lucy, interviewed on March 9, 2005 
 
 
She sometimes gave us a short passage or sentences with blanks among 
them and asked us to consult a dictionary to fill in the right English 
words.  

                          -- Cliff, interviewed on March 9, 2005 

 

When students discussed the writings in class, the slow learners or the lower 

achievers were also motivated and encouraged at the same time. They didn’t think it  

difficult to make up an English sentence. Gradually, more students tried writing by 

themselves, even with four or five simple sentences. If the simple contents clearly and 

fluently conveyed the writers’ ideas, Nancy would print the writing out for the class. 

That also made the students proud of themselves. 
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One year later, when they continued the second project, the Computer Chronicles 

project, almost all the students could write directly in English and relied less on the 

dictionary. Even the slow learners voluntarily posted one or more sentences in the 

photo album or on the class webpage. The sentences, no matter how high or low the 

proficiency level of the students made, were shorter but more fluent and accurate than 

those written a year ago during the Teddy Bear project. Nancy thought they had made 

great progress. 

Take Bob for example. As mentioned above (p. 98), Bob tried his best to write 

“Music” in the Computer Chronicles project. Compared with the Self-introduction a 

year ago, simple sentences as they were in “Music”, the length and the content in 

“Music” was longer and more than that in “Self-introduction.” Most important, Bob 

had tried to write directly in English. 

 
 Self-introduction 

  Hi, my name is Bob. I am a happy student. I like to play computer 
game. And I like math. I am fourteen years old. I am a Leo. There are 
five people in my family. [sic.] 

                           -- Written by Bob, on April 04, 2004 
 
 

 Music 
  In junior high school, many studends like different idols. I like Mayday. 

They are very hadsome. Listen to their music can hlpe me relax. I do 
not have a lot of pocket money, so I can not buy many CDs, But I like 
Mayday. My friends can lend me Mayday CDs. Sometimes, I can 
listen to music to keep me happy. My idols are 5566, too. Because they 
sing good music. So I like them very mach. My name is Bob. [sic.] 

                           -- Written by Bob, on April 22, 2005 

 

Cliff, one of the top students in class, regularly keeping on his individual writing 

and usually volunteering to assist information collection for Nancy and the whole 

class, also made progress in his writing. More subordinate clauses, compound 

sentences, and some phrases were used, which were the learning targets in English 
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textbook at that time. 

 
 Self-introduction 

  My name is Cliff. I was born in 1990. I am 15 years old. I like to surf 
the Internet and collect stamps. I have lived in Taiwan for 15 years. 
Taiwan is a beautiflu place. In Taiwan, you can go shopping and eat 
something . 

  My school is in Lu-jou. It has a library. I like to go to the library. 
Because I can learn a lot. [sic.] 

                            -- Written by Cliff, on April 8, 2004 
 
 

 Music 
  Music is a good thing for us. It can make me feel relaxed and happy. In 

my free time, I like to listen to many kinds of music. Of all the songs, I 
like a song about love best. When I listen to it, I’ll feel sad. Because I 
don’t have any girlfriends. I want to meet a beautiful girl, so I won’t 
feel alone every Valentine’s Day. 

  My favorite singer is Sky Wu. His songs are good and he sings many 
rock and roll songs about love. He is a popular singer in Taiwan. Many 
young people are crazy about him and I am, too. I have all the CDs of 
him and there is a poster of him on the wall next to the window in my 
bedroom. If you want to know more about him, I can tell you many 
stories of him in next letter. 

  What kind of music do you like? Can you tell me? I hope to hear from 
you soon. 

  Take care, Cliff  [sic.] 

                            -- Written by Cliff, on June 5, 2005 

 

• Problem 4: Translation of ancient heritage or local culture into English  
• Solution: Conducting culture understanding activities, well-prepared guiding 

questions, requesting help from the various cultural institutions, and 
building up word bank in the worksheet 

How to introduce the local culture to foreigners was another challenge. Most of 

the students of the school district came from laborers or shoestring business families 

in the labor-intensive area. They had a less global view of the world. Nancy defined 

the project as an activity that would encourage cross cultural understanding. Luckily, 

the city is full of ancient heritage with fruitful and significant resources for the project. 
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Caron and Nancy included the National Palace Museum and the Li Family Compound 

in the Teddy Bear project, and Yunglien Temple for the Computer Chronicles project.  

Before they set out, both teachers made a handout or a worksheet (see Appendix 

E, A Worksheet for Visiting Yunglien Temple). If the institution had online 

information with an English version, such as the webpage of the National Palace 

Museum, the teacher gave assignment that required information collection. Some 

institutions had worksheets for educational purposes. The staff of the Li Family 

Compound, for example, emailed the worksheet to Nancy at her request. She revised 

the worksheet to discuss the information about the tour with students in class. During 

the tour, the guides of the institution conveyed background knowledge to students 

throughout the tour. It helped a lot with students’ writing. Students had a lot of 

information to write about in describing their learning experience. They were very 

proud of their own culture when they shared the information with their class and their 

project partners.   

As a matter of fact, it was hard to translate the old heritage and ancient culture 

into English. Except for the National Palace Museum, the local heritages like the Li 

Family Compound and Yunglien Temple were hard to introduce in English because 

there were not any English introductions about them. Caron, as mentioned above (p. 

70), successfully dealing with the problem about the Lis’ Compounds by browsing the 

webpage of a neighborhood school, shared her result with Nancy. Nancy’s class did 

the writing tasks in the same way. Nancy discussed with the students in Chinese and 

students came to understand both places well. After visiting activities, they collected 

the information which was recorded on the worksheet during the visit. The team 

members shared their notes and discussed what to write in the passage. Nancy asked 

each group to present their ideas to the whole class, and then offered key words and 

sentences in English if students needed them.  
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When they undertook the learning theme about Taiwanese puppet opera in the 

Computer Chronicles project, they could search online for information in English 

without too much effort. Caron also mailed e-newspapers, Mastering the Puppets 

(accessed from Yahoo!E-paper, May 15, 2005), for a lesson from an English teaching 

magazine to Nancy as the instructional reference (email to Nancy on May 27, 2005). 

According to the information, they wrote the introduction and packaged the 

information to be delivered to the foreign participants of the learning circle.  

 

4.5.6. More Motivation, Less Frustration 

The aim of the Teddy Bear project, announced on the website of IEARN, was for 

students to “send home diary messages by email at least once a week.” Nancy’s plan 

changed a little in order to reduce students’ pressure.  

When the Teddy Bear from Malaysia launched to travel around the students’ 

families day by day, they recorded the life of the day in a notebook instead of email. 

“If they sent the messages by email immediately, they would feel pressured and I 

couldn’t have much time to follow up and promptly check them” Nancy explained 

(interviewed on January 11, 2005). They had to not only send the messages but also 

receive them from the partners. Overloaded messages would ruin the class routine. 

Nancy bought a notebook. Students took it home with the Teddy Bear home every day. 

They introduced themselves and their families, their favorite things, school life and 

the like. Each student wrote a short passage in English in the notebook. If they failed 

to use English, they could draw pictures with some English words or phrases. Figure 

4.13 is Kevin’s journal in the Teddy Bear project (II), September 11, 2004. Kevin was 

afraid of learning English because he had always failed to do English homework and 

got low scores in tests. It was thus very difficult for him to write something in English, 

but he was willing and happy to keep the journal. At the beginning of the Teddy Bear 
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project, Kevin, the same as his low-achieving peers, did not know how to write in 

English. Nancy encouraged those students and allowed them to portray the life of the 

visiting bear with some drawings. Kevin not only made some drawings, but also tried 

to put some English words he learned or consulted from others. The pidgin English 

seemed awkward, but he tried.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.13 Kevin’s Journal. Teddy Bear project (II), September 11, 2004  

 

The average students mostly wrote four or five sentences in a passage. The top 

students, six or seven students out of 38 in the class, could write more than ten 

sentences, more than 120 words. Lucy, one of the interviewee, had learned English for 

only one year but was a high achiever in class. Figure 4.14 shows her writing. We can 
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notice that she wrote with many words and sentences. However, fragment sentences 

or incorrect verb use could be seen because they had not learned the structure of 

subordinate clauses and some more verb tense. She tried to challenge herself with 

longer sentences and more information in a paragraph. 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Lucy’s Journal. Teddy Bear Project (II), September 23, 2004  
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 Take Cliff for another example. He was usually ranked first grade, among one 

thousand students in the same grade level of his school. Cliff learned English in cram 

school in elementary school. He felt that the textbooks for junior high school were 

boring. He appreciated Nancy’s guidance for reading and writing and cherished the 

opportunity to get in touch with foreigners.   

 
(Originally in Chinese) [The guidance] helped me read and write letters 
more easily. I learned many more words. I think it will be very helpful for 
the future. I knew so many different cultures and costumes. I hope I will 
have chances to go abroad to verify what I learned from the project. 

-- Cliff’s reflection on the Teddy Bear project, in October, 2005. 
 

Both products of his own and his team members’ were always chosen to be 

demonstrated in class and sent to the mailbox of the project partner. His team 

members liked to do the tasks collaboratively with him. 

The notebook recorded the life of the whole class day after day. The student 

handed in the book every morning. It was checked and corrected by Nancy, and 

brought home with the Teddy Bear by the next student in turn. Students could browse 

its contents and share the life experience together. A diary entry a day was an easy job 

for Nancy. They made progress little by little, but also created an affectionate 

atmosphere in class. After six months, when the project came to an end, almost all the 

students recognized the progress made possible by the project and the authentic 

cross-culture understanding. They collected their mail, products, pictures and 

reflections to put into a hand-made book. It was a precious record of their school life. 

 

4.5.7 The Collaboration among the Teacher and the Students 

Nancy was serious about the projects though she believed in having fun with 

English learning. Her purpose of the projects was to enrich students’ EFL learning 
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experiences more than cultivating EFL competence. She dominated instruction and IT 

more than Caron did because of students’ lower language proficiency. However, it did 

not mean that the students did not contribute to the collaboration in their projects. 

Rather, like Caron’s class, Nancy’s students maintained the class webpage and gave 

her suggestions for flexible assignments.  

Cliff, a talented boy with a friendly and gentle personality, assisted Nancy with 

information collected on the learning themes, maintained class webpage and helped 

lower achievers in topic writing. He had more communication with Nancy than other 

students. Not only did he voluntarily offer useful information about learning themes 

by sending email to Nancy through the class email account, the lower achievers love 

to learn from him because of his great personality. Moreover, his proactive quality 

was visible in the Teddy Bear project (I). When the Australian project partner lost 

contact with them, Nancy requested help from the project facilitator. Meanwhile, Cliff 

directly emailed his partner regarding his missing bear. Then, more and more 

classmates followed him to request for their partners’ responses. Even the lower 

English proficiency students were motivated to do something, albeit by typing only 

one sentence, like “I miss you, Teddy Bear,” or “How is my bear?” Students’ devotion 

to the project and affection for the toy bear inspired Nancy to continue implementing 

different projects in her teaching.   

When students changed their project partners to students in a Malaysian class in 

the Teddy Bear project (II), Cliff immediately emailed a map showing the distance 

between Malaysia to Taiwan to the classes’ email account. He helped classmates make 

initial acquaintance with their new partners, and increased class motivation in the new 

project.  

Lucy was another active assistant in the class. Her enthusiasm also encouraged 

her peers and helped them with the search for learning topics and English writing. She 
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usually gave Nancy candid suggestions about the assignment and activities. It seemed 

that she was always full of creative and interesting ideas. 

Due to their workload and proficiency levels, students requested and suggested 

Nancy to change of the format of their assignments. Therefore, she provided them 

with three options to meet the diversity of students’ proficiency levels and their needs. 

Nancy paid close attention to students’ attitude and performance. Being in the same 

situation as Caron, Nancy also dominated the instruction. However, students’ 

collaboration with her also contributed to successfully implement PBL for EFL 

instruction under a harmonious atmosphere of the class. 

 


